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Broadening the Global Compact agenda
by
Robbie Schwieder *

The UN Global Compact provides “a framework of reference and dialogue” designed to encourage firms to embrace “a set of core values in the areas of human rights, labour standards, and environmental practices.”¹ However, critics argue that the Compact’s corporate social responsibility (CSR) measures fail adequately to address certain development issues. To that end, this Perspective proposes adding two development-oriented principles to the Compact,² dealing with poverty reduction and taxation. The new principles strike a balance between encouraging multinational enterprises (MNEs) to act within their sustainable self-interest and introducing new guidelines for socially responsible business that comport with today’s development agenda, as conceived by the UN’s 2015 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Principle #1: “Businesses should assess their impact on poverty as a component of corporate performance and publicly undertake to maximize their positive impact on poverty reduction.” Poverty reduction is a central hallmark of modern sustainable development initiatives. The SDGs represent only the most recent program aimed at permanently lifting individuals out of poverty. However, CSR measures have as yet failed to address the impact of business activities on impoverished individuals and communities. This deficiency remains despite recent literature backing the “business case” for poverty-related CSR measures, which suggests that “[b]usinesses can gain three important advantages by serving the poor—a new source of revenue growth, greater efficiency, and access to innovation.”³

The proposed language accommodates short-term profitability concerns while encouraging corporate leaders to tackle the poverty agenda head-on. Simultaneously, it addresses differences in MNEs’ areas of operation, business sector focuses and internal structures by calling on MNEs to evaluate the unique impact of their corporate strategies on poverty. Among other things, these analyses might consider the effects of technology transfer and engagement with local suppliers/partners on impoverished individuals and communities. Critics might still attack such a principle as vague and easily contravened...
by resourceful corporations. However, requiring internal poverty assessments will, at the very least, spur corporate dialogue on poverty reduction. Moreover, mandating that a business publicly disclose its attempts at maximizing its positive impact on poverty reduction could indicate to global consumers the depth of that organization’s commitment to the poverty agenda.

Principle #2: “Businesses should work against tax evasion in all its forms, including dishonest tax reporting and tax sheltering.” In recent years, scholars and non-governmental organizations have become increasingly skeptical of firms that claim to be socially responsible while simultaneously “employing an army of accountants to try and avoid paying their full social and economic duty.” The failure of businesses to shoulder their “fair” tax burden depletes governments’ ability to provide citizens with essential educational, healthcare and security services. By mirroring one of the Compact’s existing tenets, the proposed language would equate tax evasion with corruption, encouraging businesses to ensure that they help finance the public benefits they enjoy as global citizens.

Importantly, the principle proscribes only tax evasion (i.e., the use of extralegal means to avoid paying owed taxes), not tax avoidance (i.e., employing legal strategies available under existing tax codes to minimize tax liabilities). This distinction could be attacked as too narrow, but it would be little use for the Compact to denounce what countries have purposefully allowed. Plus, an avoidance-inclusive principle would face substantial enforcement challenges, since determining whether MNEs have shouldered their full tax burden would require an enormous amount of data/manpower.

The Global Compact represents an extraordinary opportunity for encouraging corporate leaders to adopt CSR initiatives, but has so far overlooked the development impacts of corporate behavior. By adopting principles like those proposed above, the UN could start bridging that gap while securing the Compact’s position at the forefront of the CSR movement.
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2 While the Compact’s signatories may protest the adoption of new principles (especially given the UN’s 2004 pledge not to amend the instrument further), the UN can and should update the Compact when necessary to address “the most pernicious obstacles to growth and development”: Kofi Annan, “Experience shows that voluntary initiatives ‘can and do work’,” Jun. 24, 2004, available at [http://www.un.org/press/en/2004/sgsm9387.doc.htm](http://www.un.org/press/en/2004/sgsm9387.doc.htm). If not, the Compact will become obsolete, given the ever-changing corporate landscape.


5 Some countries have introduced laws to reduce tax avoidance (e.g., transfer pricing controls, anti-offshoring provisions), and some administrative bodies have called for more aggressive anti-avoidance CSR measures (e.g., the Principles for Responsible Investment’s 2015 Engagement Guidance on Corporate Tax Responsibility). But adopting a too-strong anti-avoidance principle when no international consensus about the legality of tax avoidance exists risks rendering it (and possibly the Compact itself) quixotic and impracticable.
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